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It is a very common fact that there is
no life in nature without light (well,
except from some microorganisms
in caves). Still, for architects creating
space, light is essential and by no
means trivial. It not only allows us to
see our surrounding space but it
influences – depending on light intensity, colour and direction – the appearance of space and all materials.
The atmosphere in architectural
space is very much determined by
light. Everyone realises the influence
of light on himself when entering a
gothic church or in room illuminated
by a candle.
The personal experience of light also
depends on cultural roots. Thus all
architects taking part in the
AIT/ PHILIPS workshop 2005 in Marrakesh were fascinated by the specific natural and artificial light effects
in this exciting city.
Philips at that time presented the
concept of Dynamic Lighting to
receive first impressions on architects’ thoughts.

Introduction
•

Beispieltitel

Introduction

Although we were impressed by the
new technology, many questions
arose. Isn’t daylight more dynamic
than artificial Dynamic Lighting? Are
there specific spaces where people can
experience the well being effects of
Dynamic Lighting best? If Dynamic Lighting is introducing qualities of natural light
into luminaires, are there even more possibilities to create natural light effects?
What will luminaires have to look like
that inherit a technology like this.
Starting at this point, the idea of an interdisciplinary workshop was created. We
wanted to go deeper in finding ways of
using this new technology.
We chose the field of office work, a fast
developing section in architecture. Many
influences like global work management
ideas and social aspects need to have an
impact on the design of future working
spaces.
The greatest challenge is to combine
conceptual work with the task of designing luminaires. So we brought together
architects and designers to work in
groups, taking the chance of creating
entirely new concepts for luminaires.

Volker Auch-Schwelk

DYNAMIC LIGHTING
Natural light is not static. It changes over time, is dynamic.

•

The effect of light on people

•

How Dynamic Lighting is applied

•

How Dynamic Lighting is created today
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Dynamic Lighting for Offices
Project Scope

Olga Romanillos
Dany Snokx

Dynamic Lighting
The ‘dynamization’ of light, which Philips
also promotes with its concept of
“Dynamic Lighting”, pursues the goal of
increasing well-being of people through
electric lighting. Researchers agree that
the fundamentally “desirable” aspects
of daylight are its stimulating effect and
its varying nature, which depend on the
time of day as well as on the season.
Nowadays more and more architects
and light planners make use of the
dynamic aspects of light, not only due to
the technological feasibility, but also to a
new conception of human beings.
Whereas employees in the industrial age
were seen as a more or less “graymass”, whose needs could be satisfied
with standard workplaces and uniform
light, the office worker of
today is finally perceived and respected
as an individual in his or her own right by
clients and legislators.
The Marrakech workshop
In June 2005 Philips invited a number of
up-and-coming architects (and who also
teach in universities) for a workshop in
Marrakech to explore the theme of
dynamic lighting in offices.
The results confirmed that ‘dynamic
lighting’ opens a variety of new horizons;
from lighting for whole cities to individualized personal lighting and from texts
on the history of architecture to very
concrete designs.
From the variety of work done for Philips,
the recommendation derived from the
workshop was to consistently pursue
the already adopted strategy of Dynamic
Lighting. This strategy
includes achieving a greater individuality
and user-friendliness for everyone
involved.
Designing a new product range luminaires for dynamic lighting at offices
Following the Marrakech workshop,



Segment and Product Marketing representatives choose to dedicate a new
product range and marketing concept on
three aspects:
• Personal light
Light and luminaires that can adapt to
user’s needs and preferences at the
highest level of flexibility
• Lighting at different strata
The lighting system is composed by fittings at more than one level: ceiling,
walls, floor, free positioned
• The use of innovative materials
The use of new materials should be
explored for the articulation of the luminaires in line with the product design
guidelines for Philips indoor luminaires
2 workshops
Two workshops with students in architecture of the Darmstadt University and
students in product design of the Saarbruecken University will be held at the
universities. The aim of the program is
the students to generate a complete
range of luminaires that are placed at different levels and that anticipate on the
need for a solution that offers benefits in
both ‘general dynamic lighting’ and ‘personal lighting’.
The students’ final presentation of the
range of luminaires should contain:
• The product’s concept/ philosophy/ vision and the relation to its context (office
environment)
• Explanation of the features and the
(user-) benefits of the system (range)
• 3D CAD drawings
• Visualisation of the concept in the contextual environment (i.e. mock-ups,
scale models, renderings)

Task

Dynamic Lighting Research Topics

Research topics
• Context: Explore & evaluate current
trends in office environments
• Product: Explore & evaluate current
dynamic lighting systems and how
these are used.
• Materials: Explore & evaluate the use
of innovative materials and objects in
office environments.

g) How does it work?
h) What are the (technical) components
or building blocks of these
systems? (light-sources, optics, electronics, mechanics…)
i) What are the possibilities and limitations?
j) Are there specific problem area’s?
k) etc…

Dany Snokx
Volker Auch-Schwelk

Office environments current trends a) What are typical office environments?
b) How do they look like? (size, layout…)
c) How are they used?
d) What can you tell about the people
and their tasks in this environment?
e) What is required for daylight and
lighting today?
f) What light fixtures/ systems are
used? What are the light effects?
g) What have been the most important
changes in recent years?
h) What are likely new developments
that we can expect in the coming 10
years from now?
i) What are concepts for work in offices
for the future?
j) What are the likely future requirements for the light effects, lighting
fixtures, and the use of these?
k) etc…
Product –
Current dynamic lighting systems
a) What do current dynamic lighting
systems offer?
b) Who are the users?
c) How do you use it?
d) What are the light effects created?
e) What experience do I get?
f) What is nice, what is bad?

Materials –
Innovative materials and objects
a) What materials are used today in the
office space?
b) What objects do we find in (different)
office environments?
c) What kind of materials are used in
objects, luminaires…?
d) How are materials applied?
e) What characteristics do these materials have?
f) Do the objects and/ or materials have
a specific effect on the perceiving the
space? And/ or on the people in the
space?
g) Are there likely changes to expect in
the near future (5-10 yrs from
now)?
h) What materials will be interesting in
the future e.g. for ecological
aspects?
i) What kind of techniques will influence
the design and manufacturing of
luminaires?
j) etc…



What is Dynamic Lighting?

A. Moritz Profitlich

In 2002 scientists found that there is
more than light colour and intensity
that meets the eye: A third receptor,
beneath the well known rod and cone
cells, reacts to a third measure called
light temperature. The research has
lead to a new holistic view upon lighting
that might become a trend, replacing
the current one of flooding workplaces
with light all day.
Light temperature describes the general
shift of light colour. It is best known to
all of us from traditional photography
with film roles: Interior images get
reddish when light bulbs are switched
on. We normally can’t see the light
temperature as the eye counteracts the
changes (white balance); white stays
always white.
Warm light (morning and evening light
or light bulbs) is at the red and energetically weak end of the light spectrum. It
leads to reddish photos. Cold light (light
at noon or fluorescent tubes and halogen spots) is at the blue and energetically strong end of the light spectrum. It
leads to bluish photos.
Although we can’t see, we can feel the
change of light temperatures. Both, in
natural and in artificial lighting conditions, cold light makes feel awake and
warm light tired.
Light has a biological effect on people.
Throughout the day light temperature
changes from warm in the morning to
strong and cold at noon, going back to
warm in the evening. The body reacts
to this change with different states of
alertness. This is why one feels more
active in summer than in grey, overcast
winter skies. In Nordic countries the
lack of bright sunlight even leads to



depression and a higher suicide rate.
The lower the light temperature, the
more the human body produces a
hormone called Melatonin. At night the
level rises by the factor ten, reaching
its maximum at about three o’ clock.
The higher the level, the more tired one
gets. On this account little light in winter (or bad lighting conditions in buildings) directly leads to tiredness.
However, strong and cold light causes
the contrary: The body starts producing
Cortisol, a stress hormone leading to
activity. For this reason we feel awake
during the day, especially at noon) and
sleepy at night. This cycle is called the
circadian rhythm.
Dynamic Lighting is a concept by
Philips thought out in response to the
new findings. Bearing in mind that
buildings withdraw their users from the
full benefits of natural light, Dynamic
Light wants to offer lighting conditions
that copy the natural circadian rhythm.
Following the circadian rhythm, Dynamic Lighting offers different levels of light
temperature and intensity throughout
the day, improving the well-being and
boosting productivity by 10%. A push in
the morning helps waking up, another
one counteracts the typical after-lunchdown.
On top of that, Dynamic Lighting wants
to react to the fact that everyone is
different. While the circadian rhythm
describes the general biological curve,
one might suffer from a hang-down
wanting stay calm throughout the days.
Another one could be stressed to get
an important work done, needing full
power all day. That’s why Dynamic
Lighting also means control.
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Light Landscapes

1st price

Maria Busch
Christian Rösner
Eva Zellmann

diversification / possibility of
different atmospheres for different fields of work / hard
working and relaxing / to comprehend the conditions of the
outer world / create an environment for easy communication / self determination / to
choose the labour organisation oneself / keep outward
relation
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vanishing of permanent workings paces
/ to choose the labour organisation oneself / better communication through face
to face communication / communication/privacy / hard work and relaxing /
possibility of different atmospheres for
different fields of work / liberty of action
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Light landscapes

switch off acoustic impulses / isolation  /
retreat / impulses against getting tired /
possibility of different atmospheres for
different fields of work / self determination / hard working and relaxing / to
choose the labour organisation oneself /
communication/privacy / concentration /
separation of work and living spaces
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Solution
We want to create three different areas
in the office with three different atmospheres. This offers a worker the possibility of changing places according to what
he has to do throughout his working
day:
Park
We want to provide an area where one
can relax in a surrounding totally different to an office. Here the worker is given
impulses to free his mind, forget about
work, start dreaming or starts conversation with colleagues easily.

Team
We also want to offer an isolated room
without acoustic distraction and shielded
from outside views. A place to work in a
group, have discussions or meetings
with clients or to work alone.
Intensive /meeting
An open plan office with non-fixed working places, offering the possibility of
working alone or in a group and to choose
one’s working place newly everyday.

Park

Team

Intensive/ meeting

Philosophy 19

Light landscapes

The worker of tomorrow will become a
modern nomad. He will be changing his
location permanently. He will no longer
have his own personal working place in
the office. He will have to travel a lot:
“My office is where I am!”

20 Philosophy

Light landscapes

Up to now dynamic light is just a range
of different light colours that change in
certain time intervals. Our idea is to create a far more natural atmosphere that
has a great impact on the well-being of
the personnel. To achieve this further
techniques need to be involved.
These are movement, different shadows
(hard or soft), changing light intensity
and variation of space, all of them as
important as the light colour.
The sky is our ideal...
We want to divide the office into
zones according to their use...
The light is adjusted to each area in the
office, offering the optimal light situations for their different purposes. The
spaces are distinguished form each
other by light. Various light scenarios are
developed by one system. This system
shall be like a sky – a sky that combines
a lot of different light atmospheres. One
great changeable element that connects
space to one homogenous environment.

No single objects distributed all over the
room, no spots

One surface, one unifying system that
has architectural influence on the room

One moving surface, a ceiling that can
be transformed into any shape

Elements behind a textile, illuminating it.
This solution induces a shape problem:
the textile would need to be fixed to the
elements, losing its flexibility.

Luminaire without a textile: The whole
ceiling is covered with elements that are
flexible into all directions. Problem: The
possible shapes created are too subtle.
In order to create a three-dimensional
landscape, light would have to bendable
into three directions.

Solution: The topography and the ceiling’s
depth is achieved by the light sources
themselves. Lights are installed in different heights and have different intensity;
light that is higher and low in its intensity
seems to be further away, light that is
lower more intensive gives the impression of being close.

Philosophy 21

Light landscapes

22 Philosophy

Light landscapes

Team area
The light in the team area should be very
flexible. There is no need for intense
light in every corner of the room. Only
the desk’s surface needs to be illuminated brightly. The user should be able
to decide whether he wants a very intensive or a smooth light with low contrasts
(light and shadow). According to his
needs light can be controlled. When
nobody is working at a desk, the light
should be – also for the reason of energy
efficiency – turned down to a very low
level. Days that many people work in the
office light will be brighter and more
vivid.
The ceiling is supposed to create a landscape or topograpy. The first tought was
that luminaires should be able to be positioned in different heights and in different angles. The high amount of these
luminaires would have lead to the impression that the whole ceiling is in movement. By using ones touchpad of the
laptop everyone could decide on the
height, light intensity and light colour of
the ceiling above. Later in the process
this idea was given up. The topography
now should only be created by the light
intensity and distance of the lamp.

Philosophy 23

Light landscapes

Intensive area
In the area for intensive working a
homogenius but also quite strong light is
required. Movement and shadows
should be avoided to keep concentration
at a high level. The purpose of this area
is provide a space isolated from the environment that allows to work on urgent
and difficult tasks. This zone can be
extended for meetings. Thus lights must
also be able to illuminate a bigger space
while maintaining an evenly distributed
light level.

This area us used in when in need for
high concentration - for single work as
well as for small team meetings. By pulling transparent walls around the space,
one can work isolated from acoustical
and partially from optical influences of
the surroundings. The light in these
areas might be changed into one of high
intensity and brightness.
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Light landscapes

Park area
Here light can be way more heterogenius than in the other areas. A play with
light, strong contrasts in terms of light
and shadow spots that move around
give the area a special character, completely different from the other areas.
Layers with partially reflective material
are fixed below the light sources and
evoke this effect which reminds of a foliage.
Inside the park area light is more vivid.
The luminaires are the same as in the
team and intensive area but reflective
layers are fixed underneath to create
shadows. This includes aluminium,
which reflects the light, so that a subtle
game of light spots can be seen on the
surrounding surfaces.
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Light landscapes
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Light landscapes

The luminaire can be used in
two different ways.
One of them is to use it as a
single object in the room. Different opacities turn the light
into a product of different characters, from fragile and of high
value to robust to anything in
between.

The second usage aims at
older office that experience an
upgrade with this luminaire.
The luminaire is an element of
50 by 50 centimetres, matching the standard grid of the
lowered ceilings. Installing
one right next to the other the
effect of a light landscape perfectly evolves.

Result 27

Light landscapes

Interface
The program “Light Landscaper” displays the ceiling
grid with all installed luminaires.
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The alliance of luminaire,
topography, light intensity and
light colour produce a real
dynamic light experience.
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Light landscapes

The prototype of the luminaire
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Dynamic Reflection

Esther Götz
Theresa Nake

Future Office
Colour temperatures
Human circadian clock:
time is perceptible by light

Zones/ Landscape
- zones: public/ private islands
- with smooth transitions
- light supports the division of
space
- people spend most time of the
day in their office
- more flexibility
- more teamwork
- melting of fixed, inflexible office
structures > office landscape!
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2nd price

Dynamic Reflection

Flexibility
Office landscape
Zoning
Motivation

Philosophy 31

Dynamic REflection

Simulating daylight
The fortuitousness of sunlight must be
taken into account in the dynamic lighting concept

Paradigm nature
Stimulating, inspiring atmosphere without monotony/ uniformity

Reflections – slow movements
Extremely slow, almost imperceptible
dynamic deformation of light by reflection effects > fortuitousness

32 Philosophy

Dynamic Reflection

Time perception
Balance
Inspiration
Well-being

Philosophy 33

Dynamic Reflection

34 Result

Dynamic Reflection

inspiration and outcome

Result 35

Dynamic Reflection

TLs
- ambient light
- light temperature adjusted to the
human circadian rhythm
- illumination of at least 300 lux
LEDs
- attached to the ribs of the frame
- light beam directed against the reflector
- smooth reflections on the ceiling and
the walls
- LEDs dim off and on slowly
- slight, almost imperceptible changes
throughout the day
Materials
- opaque glass, thinning to the edges
- aluminium-frame
- aluminium-reflector: irregular
surface texture

Technical drawings
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Dynamic Reflection

Result 37

Skylight

David Grüner
Pei Yu Li
Maria Christa Stich

3rd price

Future Office
in the near Future (5-10 years)
Facts
- 50% of the employees work in
offices
- 39% have fix tables and work places
- 38% have fix tables but are not
present for more then 50% of their
time
- 22% have no fix tables or work
places
- 70% of these offices are cell-offices
(30% in America, 20% in Great Britain, no figures available for Asia)
- 1/ of of a normal employee’s time is
5
spent in meetings – 60% of a manager’s time
- 2/ of all meetings are with four peo3
ple only
- 50% of all meeting rooms are
designed for more than five persons
Trends
- Reduction in managerial hierarchy
- Flexible working environment
- Flexibile office layout
- Working areas
- Reduction of space per employee
- More space for recreation purposes
- More meeting rooms
- Greater demand for natural light
- More open plan set-ups
- More communication and teamwork
- Shift to more working at home /
offices become meeting points
- Speed and work load increasing
- Travelling and number of external
meetings increasing
User wants or needs
Focus on physical and human demands
„The office is the place, in which many
people spent most time of their life. My

38 Philosophy

own office, in which I work more than
10 hours daily, is better set up than my
appartement.“
Antonio Citterio

Antonio Citterio

Needs for growth

Skylight

Transcendence
e.g. to connect to something
beyond the ego or to help others find self
fulfilment and realising their potential
Self actualisation
e.g. to find self fulfillment and
realise one’s potential

Essential Needs

Need to Know & Understand
e.g. to know, to understand and to explore;
status, acceptance, prestige
Belongingness & Love Needs
e.g. to affiliate with others, be accepted and achieve,
be competent, gain approval and recognition
Safety Needs
e.g. free of anger, safetiness, law and order,
routine, out of danger
Physiological Needs
e.g. hunger, thirst, bodily comforts, to have a home...

Abraham Maslow
Hierarchy of Needs

Solution
Flexibility
- Flexibility
- Generating different atmospheres (fitting to different scenarios like meeting, relaxing, and working; moving
pictures, animation, play of colours)
- Generating different light scenes

(general lighting, personal light,
dynamic lighting)
- Creating space (dimension: meeting,
relaxing, and working)
- Following current standards and
exceeding of them

Philosophy 39

Skylight

Concept
Room in Room
- to generate a flexible office
- to generate flexible lighting situations
- to have the opportunity to make
one’s individual room in the office
(meeting, work, relax)

40 Philosophy

Skylight

Meeting
- communication
- discussion
- concentration
- no interruption

this makes sense
because the office user is now able
to...
arrange his office according to his
needs
- meeting; larger space for more people
- work; smaller space for himself, or
maybe a workinggroup
- relax; comfortable lounge for relaxing, small talk, reading, etc.

Work
- concentration
- isolation
- privacy
- silence

Relax
- have a break
- silence
- recover
- interaction

arrange the light following his mood
and the situation
- warm ambient light for effective
meetings
- bright and cold light for concentration
- colourful animation or backgrounds
for friendly atmosphere
possible technical solutions
- flexible ceiling with recessed lights
- different light sources for personal
and general light: beamer, LEDs, TL,
etc.
- free-standing or hanging luminaire

Philosophy 41

Skylight

Solution
We propose a free-standing luminaire
Possible applications:
- office: meeting, work, relax
- used in groups
System
The System is able to change:
- colour
- size (umbrella), changing from closed
to wide open
- light intensity
- by remote control or via computer

42 Result

Material
Lumalive
- fully integrated LEDs in fabric
- fabric maintains its softness and flexibility
- fabric become obvious when light is
switched on only
- dynamic messages, graphics or
multi-coloured surfaces possible
Light-channel fiber technic
- fibers integrated into fabric
- projector lightens bundled fibers (up
to 20 m)
- fibers glow all over
- change in colour possible

Skylight

Result 43

2030 - Anytime anyhow anywhere

Chaan Ah Bahk
Evrim Erin

Standard of furnishing
system of 2007
- different furniture units
for different usage
- no longer rigid spatial distribution
- demand for flexibility and
dynamism of work
- different tasks at the same
workplace throughout the day
- need for adjustable, re-configurable,
compatible furniture
- units that interlink and that are universally applicable
- high convenience wanted
- integration of different furniture units
in local needs but not in the whole
office context
- requirement for smart construction
and ergonomic functionality

“think cell”

44 Philosophy

Nowadays as well as in the future, flexibility is of vital importance. Work is
about choices. The world of work is
changing and people are changing with
it. The main requirement for flexible
working conditions is that a workspace
should be quickly adaptable to suit different activities. It should allow shear
endless possibilities.
The work environment must be well
designed, offering perfect ergonomy
combined with futurist function. The aim
is to offer workers more destinction,
fun, success and satisfaction. This will
lead to a better motivation to contribute
their expertise and energy for the good
of the company.
It has been proven that rooms and interior design have a decisive influence on
people’s motivation, performance and
health. The creation of a productive
working environment demands both
attention to detail and consideration of
the overall design. Everything must
both match the needs of the organisation and their workers in order to make
their work as pleasant and efficient as
possible.

mobile desk

2030 - Anytime anyhow anywhere

vision 2030
- a furniture concept that adapts to a
constantly changing work environment
- mobile work-tube, steered by
magnetic sensors
- creation of an office landscape

Move it!
mobilit / activation / your own spot /
speed / anytime / beneficial / where we
spend our day / feel fine / reliability /
complete convenience

WELCOME SCREEN
OPEN SPACE?
PRIVATE SPACE?
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2030 - Anytime anyhow anywhere

Change it!
flexibility / variation / compatibility / the
right choice / make it personal / made by
you / communicative /
ergonomic / timeless / viability
- adjustable height of the upper worktube
- tube opened: communicative
- tube closed: private
- personal lighting: variation of
individual mood colours

NONAME

NONAME
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2030 - Anytime anyhow anywhere

Mix it!
optimal combination / versatility / technology / smart functionality /
complementary / relation / innovative /
viability
- integration of the whole lighting system into one furniture
- general lighting + task lighting + personal lighting + wall panel = one unit

DO NOT

MEETING

NONAME

MEETING
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2030 - Anytime Anyhow Anywhere

telescopic
screen rail

fluorescent
LED

The concept of “2030 Anytime, Anyhow, Anywhere” suggests a furnishing
system with an integrated lighting. It
stimulates, inspires and motivates the
workers while also offering the body
comfort, safety and support. This concept of future furniture system for working environment boosts commitment
and performance and it is a holistic concept based on three elements:
Move it: mobility
Change it: flexibility
Mix it: optimal combination

The first unit of the “2030 Anytime, Anyhow, Anywhere” product family, MCM,
creates an individual work place where
one can concentrate on work and discuss matters with colleagues, too. Every
work place meets ergonomic requirements on legroom, dimensions and lighting. MCM’s appearance blends in with
any space it occupies, therefore, it is a
worthy addition both to an individual or
open plan office. MCM is everything in
one, for every function. It is both an
instrument of work and of communication which stands for a maximum mobility and high functionality.

25

100

25

100

80

100
task lighting
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200
The first unit of the “2003 Anytime, Anyhow, Anywhere” product family

2030 - Anytime anyhow anywhere

different degrees of enclosure

individually configurable personal lighting

integrated socket, usb, lan, mp3
player, recorder

height adjustable between 80-112 cm (EN Standard)
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Labiland

Daniel Bühler
Paloma Perèz

In the near future
Nowadays airports, train stations and
bus terminals are full with people
“armed” with notebooks, mobile
phones, coats and suitcases. Taking this
into consideration it is easy to guess that
in ten years the “globe-trotter-workingclass” will have significantly increased.
Office users want and need light that
supports and helps them to feel at home
for a little while. A light which provides
an efficient work environment so that
they can work competently, feeling well,
relaxed and untroubled in the few hours
left between meetings, customer conversations, seminars etc.
Our expectation for the next 5-10 years
is the rise of many different work places
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such as:
- Company metropolitan area offices
- Branch offices
- Small offices
- Home employment
- Travel employment (cafés, planes,
trains, etc.)
Offices will be used more flexibly and
are available at any time.

Labiland

Our solution ‘labiland’
should bring
Basics needs of a “globe-trotteremployee”:
-

retreating room
communication
familiar atmosphere
working area
atmosphere to relax
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Labiland

It offers a well known, common place in
a foreign surrounding.
How?
Following the well established concept
of Holiday Inn, Douglas,
Starbucks, McDonald’s:
You get what you expect, you know how
it works, everywhere it is the same. This
is the philosophy that we represent.
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la
bi
la
nd

Our idea
- offering a complete lighting system to
the “globe trotter working class” that
allows to develop its personal world
for personal work/ relaxation. It should
allow to withdraw and probably feels
in the period of transition.

Labiland

Our concept
We offer a small place to work in or chill,
located in every urban space (convention centers, train stations, open-air, airports, offices, parks, etc.)
The dynamic lighting system provides a
pleasant atmosphere to develop different activities divided in two basic settings: working light setting and relaxing
light setting.
Labiland can be modified depending to
the taste and necessities of each user,
making it flexible and adaptable.
The system adapts itself to each user.
The communication between inner and
outer space will be created through the
use of light and a small opening. The latter will allow a visual connection between
the user and his context. The glow of
labiland’s façade turns it into an urban
light sculpture, showing like a signal
whether labiland is occupied or vacant.
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Labiland

Lumalive

Thermoplus jalousie

Dimensions
Labiland is a working/ relaxing space of
approximately 5m2, ideal for the “globetrotter-working-class”

Delogcolor

Material

2,40 m
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Our solution
- a simple and clean space
- entry with a membership-id via credit
card
- the space adapts and defines itself
before the user enters
- controlling the light with a touchpad
or with one’s own mobile phone/ notebook with a control software
installed
- light wall paper for basic light/ dynamic light for working light
- halogen spots for outer skin light
- the dynamic lighting system provides
a pleasant atmosphere to develop different activities
- its personalized system makes it flexible and adaptable

la
bi
la
nd

Labiland
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Red_line

Jan Hilt

Basic facts that influence the
development of an effective
lighting system
Norms and standards
today give requirements on
- certain lighting levels
- glare restriction
- colour rendering
and in the future
- new directives caused by the demographic change e.g.
- we will have more people of
higher age in the office
- people of higher age need more
light to perform well
Controlling the light
Not only older people but also every
office user should be able to influence
the lighting situation at their desks.
The needed light level and type depends
on different things: time of day / age /
current feelings
Controlling the light gives us a sense of
autonomy:
- we feel comfortable
- we have a higher efficiency
Therefore I think it is necessary to offer
a system that allows personal influence
on lighting. Furthermore centrally controlled general light of a certain quality
has to be assured to guarantee optimal
work conditions.
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Light effects
Visual / emotional / non visual lighting
requirements have to be regarded.
- visually:
adequate brightness
- emotionally:
“light to look at”
- non visually:
the influence of certain light levels
and colour temperatures on hormone
activity, influencing the circadian
rhythm
Flexibility and requirements of the
modern office world
- we are living and working in fast moving times
- in business, companies and employees have to adapt to new situations
very quickly
- working in different projects leads to
changing groups every day
- people need to be flexible and have to
relocate often to get a job
Desktop sharing, bench and caddies.
These terms are already well understood
in the modern office world.

Red_line

Flexibility and mobility of modern
office furniture
The high flexibility of modern furniture
systems meets the requirements of the
modern office world.
- systems can be relocated very
easily
- desks and caddies on wheels guarantee an high flexibility and mobility in
the office area
Already today we can find this flexible
environment in almost every modern
office. So why shouldn’t we allow the
illumination system to be flexible, too,
and meet the requirements of the modern office world and the modern office
user?
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Red_line

The Heart of the Red_line concept is a floor lamp

wallwasher

Flexibility and mobility
Red_line comes up to the requirements
of the future office because:
- Red_line is flexible:
You can move it through the room.
You can take it to any place in the
office where lighting is necessary.
- Red_line allows the office user to
have a personal lighting atmosphere
without disturbing neighboring workspaces:
You can pull the light source towards
your desk to create a private light
atmosphere.
- Red_line is equipped with direct and
indirect emitting light sources.

Lightsource
- LEDs
- uplight and downlight, each with 10
LEDs
Combinations
Red_line is not only the name of the floor
lamp but also for a product family.
You can combine the floor lamp with a
wallwasher or ceiling lamps of the same
product family. Furthermore, the light
source of the floor lamp can also be used
for wallwashers or ceiling lamps.

pendant luminaire

luminiare’s head

uplight

downlight
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Dynamic and Personal Lighting
- Red_line offers the benefits of:
Dynamic Lighting (centrally controlled) and				
Personal Lighting (individually controlled)
- User interface for personal lighting:
Controlled by pc, using preset lighting
atmospheres and own settings.
Controlled by gestures in combination
with a projection of a remote control
on the desk, appearing when the light
is near the desk
- daylight sensor

When using a personal light it is necessary to pull the lamp into the deeper
position because in that position neighbouring workspaces will not be disturbed.
The uplights follow the centrally controlled lighting program in each position to
guarantee good general lighting conditions;
Only the downlight creates the personal
atmosphere (when the lamp is in the
lowered position).

Red_line

pneumatic arm

base with wheels
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Red_line
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Red_line
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Wouldn‘t it be nice...

Moritz Profitlich
Stefan Schäfer

We created our luminaire and its theoretical basis on a profound research on
existant luminaires available on the market.
We found that only four luminaires exist
that offer changeable light temperatures.
The bandwidth of different design
approaches however and the number of
light scenes produced is vast and inspiring. Doubtlessly, open plan and flexible
arrangements, including nonpersonal
work places, are the standard amongst
forrunners and the
future in office architecture.
Anticipating that work output is the
result of team work, we still do not
believe in total flexibility. Communication, the keyword for our age, wants to
be based on personal relations, them
calling for sustainable contacts.
We ask for spaces with a human atmosphere, allowing those who return from a
placement at a customer for example to
reintegrate quickly. Beneath effective
use of space for desks, generous space
needs to be used for communication
areas.
Our concept “Wouldn’t it be nice” is
more than just a luminaire. It is a combination of the most modern technologies
which we evaluate to be on the rise and
a design that goes beyond standard
office lighting. Our product family
appeals to the senses and is simple in
use.

Office configuration
The office configuration shown on the
right exemplifies in a densified image
how office spaces might have evolved in
a couple of years. A real project would
be more pure or functions would be
seperated but space will still consist of
the following elements:
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Open plan
Based on calculations how many employees will be present at the office at one
time at the maximum, the number of
tables is set. Their use is subject to a
flexi-use policy, inducing that personal
belongings are stored in a movable container and desks are to be cleaned at the
end of the day. As defined by current
European standards, light is brighter at
each desk than it used to be and surrounding space is treated with less
energy.
Single and double offices
Wherever necessary, office spaces in
single or double configuration will be
available. Usage can be of personal or
flexible nature. Light situation is equivalent to open plan offices, leaving out circulation space and meeting areas.
Conference rooms
Offering space for discussions, presentations and even parties, conference
rooms demand luminaires that produce
lighting scenes of all kinds.
ad hoc communication
Office spaces should not only allow but
invite to communicate. Generously
dimensioned luminaires unite such
spaces to a places.
Meet
Dedicated non-formal meeting places
such as coffee bars should have a lower
light level which allows to calm down.
Concentrated work
These spaces ideally are situated in
attractive rooms with a comfortable
atmosphere. Workers who wish to be
totally undisturbed and need to concentrate can retreat themselves to here.

ceiling

2.70

skylight

2.20

Wouldn‘t it be nice...

welcome light/
light object
personal light
desk

1.10
0.85

floor

0.00

Welcome
Antje frequently is the first to arrive at
the office. The room is empty but by no
means abandoned: Fireflies above all
tables give her a warm welcome. She
enjoys the gentle light, especially on
dark winter days.
Work
When Antje takes a seat, the presence
sensor integrated into the luminaire dims
on the skylight. The light level is automatically adapted to the overall light situation. Thus Antje has a smooth start into
the day.
Work after lunch
After Lunch, Antje feels slightly dizzy. To
prevent the body’s production of melatonin, the reason why Antje’s productivity would go down, a time controlled
program raises the light level and produces a colder light temperature.
Work in the evening
When the first collegues leave and the
office empties, the lights at abandoned
places automatically turn into object light
mode. The ceiling is washed into warm
coloured light that creates an atmosphere in the office similar to sunset.
Antje’s skylight adapts to the situation
and produces a light, warmer and less
bright than throughout the day.
Work at night
Sometimes Antje stays longer than her
collegues. Outside, it’s already dark and
the skylights at the other desks have
switched off. Antje likes activating her
Personal Light which makes her concentrate on her work as the sourrindings are
faded out. However, she is still accompanied by the same fireflies which gave
her a warm welcome in the morning.
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Wouldn‘t it be nice...

Construction
The luminaire consists of four
major elements: mast, sail,
skylight and personal light.
Mast
the mast is shaped like a ship’s
mast. This reacts to the forces
caused by the luminaire’s cantilever and gives it a certain
dynamic appeal.
Sail
The sails are made of a highly
reflectant material, mounted
onto two aluminium frames.
Attached to the mast at a third
of their length, both sails can
be turned independently from
each other for chaning the
reflected light’s direction.

1.05 m

Skylight
In the skylight, a series of led
clusters is placed. Formed of
three kinds, AWB, they can
produce light of different qualities; from warm to cold. The
led cluster is covered with a
glass, completing and closing
the skylight’s shape.
Personal light
The personal light consists of
a clear glass block that inherits
a red, frosted glass cylinder.
The cylinder holds a halogen
spot in its middle and can be
turned thanks to a cardan
joint.
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2.20 m

0.6 m
0.05 m

1.80 m

0.15 m

0.45 m

Wouldn‘t it be nice...

Control
Network systems, from a certain size of
project on, will become future standard.
Our concept wouldn’t it be nice is subject to consequent networking (DALI).
Its installation and use is organised in
layers, the higher ones having a higher
priority
0 Installation
Luminaires following the wouldn’t it be
nice concept are installed in two quick
steps: Fixing the luminaire and then
plugging it into the mains. All that is
needed is a socket. Network communication works with wireless technlogy
(WiFi), seamlessly integrating into the
existing network.
1 Time control
If not overrode by sensors or user commands, all luminaires follow an automated time program. This assures that
all people are treated to the light that
suits best to the time of the day.
2 sensor control — Time control is influenced by sensors, measuring user presence and the general light situation.
3 User input (manual devices)
All lights that should be controllable by
individual users are accessible by
switches. Those can be mounted to the
walls, integrated into luminaires or be
remote controls. Whatever the case,
controls are all connected to the DALI
network.

Wouldn’t it be nice is controlled on level
3 (manual user input) by sliding a finger
over three metal strips, existant on both
sides. The one on the personal light dims
the personal light, the two on the skylight control the skylight’s brightness
and light temperature.
Light control, with other control systems, will become part of future computer operating systems on personal computers. All technical appliances in a
house will be accessible by such a program, no matter what manufacturer.
This will include all lights and systems
like a house’s heating and air-condition.
While each manufacturer used to produce its own software, the upcoming
standard will unify all systems.
The system operator of a building will
create an account for a new user, the
user afterwards logs into the system –
similar to a login in Skype or ICQ. The
software manages different profiles and
thus different buildings automatically.
Using a drop-down list, the user can
switch between buildings. Dependent
on the rights given, a list of controls
appears. At the same time, the software
recognises the user’s location and put
the focus onto that space, offering the
controls belonging to that space.

4 User input (computer control) Handhelds, personal computers and other
devices can hook up to the DALI network and be used for light control.
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Wouldn‘t it be nice...

Desk

Desk Double

Mood

product family
By remixing the four major elements,
different luminaires can be created, altogether forming one family.

Desk
This luminaire is dedicated to one desk,
offering the user full access to all controls.
Desk Double
Derived from Desk, Desk Double is
upgraded to a luminaire for two by one
more personal light.
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Bar

Read

Mood
This luminaire is turned upside down,
both, lighting the floor through a translucent white foil and the ceiling by reflexion. Light colour changes throughout the
day, creating the room’s general ambience.
Bar
Reduced to the light object, this luminaire lightens bars and tables.
Read
In size the same as Bar, Read is a luminaire which stands next to a sofa or a
chair for reading.

Wouldn‘t it be nice...
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do

Moritz Federlein
Julia Hartl
Nikolay Nazarov
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do

Spacing
The shortest ray is 2.9 m in
length, the longest ray approximately 3.10 m.
In order to create a light spot
of a diameter close to 60 cm,
lenses need an angle from 10°
to 11°. The rays near the edge
would make 60 cm spots, the
ones near the centre spots of
about 57 cm in diameter.
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do
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Anywhere you go - Anything you do
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Resume

Volker Auch-Schwelk

The final presentation in Eindhoven left a
great impression on the jury. The solutions found in the teams were basis for a
vivid discussion. Starting with the positive impact of Dynamic Lighting on the
human biorhythm, the teams came out
with a great variety of qualities. The chosen focuses however did not to allow
choosing the finalists at first hand but
made decision difficult. The themes
are:
privacy in flexible spaces
easy to use
flexibility
merging in natural effects
privacy in flexible spaces
The entries Labiland and Anytime Anyhow Anywhere
offer good approaches for creating individual workplaces in big or even vast
spaces like open-plan offices, train stations and airports. It is for sure that creating calm places for concentrated working is a major field for designers in the
future. These entries show very good
ideas for these places.
easy to use
Wouldn‘t it be nice and Redline
demonstrate innovative solutions for the
user handling of luminaires that can produce multiple possible lighting situations. They offer a big plus of individual
atmosphere compared to current luminaires and prove that this does not necessarily lead to a technological overkill.
While ‘Redline’ is controlled completely
by gestures, ‘Wouldn’t it be nice’
intrigues through its well differentiated
control elements.
flexibility
The concepts of Anywhere you go, Anything you do and Skylight
widen the technique of Dynamic Lighting for creating flexible spaces. They
anticipate that future offices will be
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based on spaces that adapt to changing
work conditions. ‘Skylight ‘solves this
with special elements, ‘Anywhere you
go, Anything you do’ through controllable light qualities.
merging in natural effects
The designs Dynamic Reflections and
Light Landscapes
convince with natural effects introduced
additionally to the concept of Dynamic
Lighting. While legal standards prohibit
areas of light and shadow but demand
evenly distributed light, these two
entries find new fields of designing with
light by breaching the rules. Both create
movement of shadows and light in interior space that normally lacks this natural
quality. On top of that, ‘Light Landscapes’ offers the possibility to distinguish different zones of a modern office
layout from each other by switching
luminaires differently in groups.

This variety of ideas illustrates show how
intensively the jury had to work on a decision for the prices. ‘Light Landscapes’
was awarded the first price, Dynamic
Reflections’ got second and ‘Skylight’
‘received the third price.
Sincere thanks are given to the highly
qualified members of the jury.
For Philips those results shall be basis for
further developments in Dynamic Lighting. Already now Dynamic Lighting has
started to conquer offices and leads to a
new quality of office lighting.
The question isn’t whether the innovative ideas raised by the student will find
their way into the work environment of
the future, it’s just when it will be...
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